WithSecure™ Elevate

24/7 expert threat investigation and response guidance at the click of a button.

No one is immune to cyber threats. You can minimize your risk and block the vast majority of threats with preventive security, but there’s no silver bullet. Layering security capabilities is key, and the final step in the chain of defense is rapid detection and response.

The sooner you catch the attack the better. Still, sometimes the situation can be too tricky to handle on your own. When that happens, you are never alone. WithSecure™ Elements Endpoint Detection and Response is bolstered by built-in WithSecure™ Elevate service.

You get elite threat hunter investigation and response guidance – normally reserved for the most demanding enterprises – as a 24/7 pay-as-you-go service. Hardened by facing real world cyber attacks in the frontlines, our experts will get you through whenever under attack.

Get to know the product

**Elite Threat Hunters** help you to stop even the toughest attacks in their tracks. You can minimize the damage by responding fast.

**You'll get on-demand threat analysis and straightforward response guidance** for detections of WithSecure™ Elements Endpoint Detection and Response.

**Token based service** gives you options to validate threats when you are uncertain if response is required, and to investigate threats in-depth.

**Extend your security team.** Get constant and instant access to a team of seasoned cyber security experts who have your back.

24/7 on demand threat response support

1. You detect suspicious events – a potential yet still unconfirmed threat
2. You elevate a complex detection to our threat hunters for analysis and guidance
3. You neutralize the verified threat by following explicit directions from the threat hunting team